
The LinkedIn - JD Supra Connection

A JD Supra ‘How-to’ Webinar

Wednesday, October 13, 2010
9:30 to 9:45 AM PDT

Questions? adrian@jdsupra.com
 Twitter:  @AdrianLurssen



Today, within 15 minutes, you will learn how to…

- connect your JD Supra & LinkedIn accounts so that when you
upload a document on one site, it automatically appears on both

- include your entire portfolio of JD Supra documents directly on
your LinkedIn profile

- make it easy for LinkedIn readers outside your network to
connect to you through your legal updates/documents

- automatically notify your LinkedIn network when you upload new
legal content

- further optimize your LinkedIn-JD Supra connection…

You are: an attorney, consultant, firm marketing director, JD Supra
member, legal professionals interested in starting on JD Supra,
already on LinkedIn…

Welcome!



FIRST: on JDSupra.com

Connect from 
JD Supra     LinkedIn

A quick, single step so that whenever you upload a document
on JD Supra, we’re able to notify your network on LinkedIn.



JD Supra Member? Log in at www.jdsupra.com and Sync

ONE



TWO



THREE

On the ‘My Account’ page, click ‘Sync to LinkedIn Now’



FOUR

A one-time sync, include your LinkedIn login credentials here.



New to JD Supra? Join Using LinkedIn Info

ONE



TWO



THREE



Now, we notify your LinkedIn network
after each upload on JD Supra…



And your activity is noted in LinkedIn’s
network updates (incl daily/weekly emails)…



SECOND: on LinkedIn.com

Include your legal updates
& other JD Supra content
directly on LinkedIn



Install ‘Legal Updates’ on LinkedIn.com
     (www.jdsupra.com/legalupdates)



ONE: Install



TWO: Sync



THREE

(Note, a one-time link: enter your JD Supra login credentials here)



Now, you’re able to upload documents directly within LinkedIn…



…and we notify connections in your network after each
upload (including email updates). And in addition…



your work appears in ‘Legal Updates’ on LinkedIn and…



…on JD Supra - and …



…any reader in LinkedIn can click ‘Add to Network’ and jump…



…directly to your LinkedIn profile (which includes legal portfolio)





Additionally, all legal updates are available to anyone
searching or browsing directly on LinkedIn…



…and on the homepage(s) of professionals who count on Legal Updates to
stay informed about subjects of interest (part of Premium Distribution).



And of course, anyone on LinkedIn can share, recommend,
or favorite your work with people in their own networks.



[Bonus tip: ask attorneys to install ‘Legal Updates’ and follow your law firm feed…



…to share, recommend, or favorite colleagues’ work from within the firm.]



Interested in connecting Legal Updates to your LinkedIn Company Profile? Contact
us for the RSS feed of your LinkedIn-based content… adrian@jdsupra.com



Thank you for joining us.

Interested in indepth, firm-wide or one-on-one
training on this and other JD Supra subjects?
Contact us:

aviva@jdsupra.com

Next Webinar:
‘15 Minutes to a Professional Presence on Facebook’
Weds, November 3, 9:30 AM PDT


